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and that certainly was extremely interesting as -eemn- coming from a
c Chinese studies

man who looked at purely from the viewpoirDqt o/.. . and not from any idea of

how to explain ... that was extremely interesting. .. Anyway, the picture is

that the work of the . . 7eevaServant going out to all the world. And, ncw

someone may suggestt hat from the north and the west . that is a fact

without question, that the Servant of the Lord is pictured here as speaking.

Now, we began to see in Chapter 49:1 .. . that is the Servant of the Lord speaking...

does e the Servant of the Lord do any speaking in chapter 48,. or is it Isa.

actually expressing words which the Lord... well, we don't have time to look at

much of 48, 'sx but I want to call ysut- your attention to a very interesting portion,

which iszi one of the most interesting . . . of thec progressive revelation that I have

come across in the et scriptures and that is verse 16. Verse 14. . All ye, assemble

yourselves and hear; Wi ich among them hath declared these things? The Lord hath

loved him: he will do his -pea pleasure on Babylon, and his arm shall be on the

Chaldeans." .. Now, verse 16 says, Come ye near unto me, hear ye this (is

this still God speaking) I have not spoken in secret from the beginning. God

is speaking through Isa. God is declaring that He is going to deliver Israel, k

I , He says, -hae- ..God says the Led Lord God hath sent me. -T-M-4- This is

not Isa. speaking. This is surd y God speaking . .. as a matter of fact,

as a matter of .. . and the Lord God
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Now, I don't think that the readers-heu4- should be able, when he first reads

it. . . is there any illustration of how... but he gives us a statement and then

later he exp1air it in full... of course as Peter says in Acts, but he says I will

not suffer my flesh to be corrupted, but he is speaking of the resurrection
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